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Motorcycle For Sale

1961 BSA 350, only 4000 miles, spotless, perfect condition.
Phone 862-3541

4 Students Plan To Sell Pirated Texts Here

(Continued from Page 1)

United States had not entered legality, but through the oversight of the Customs Agency, which does not have enough employees to open every incoming package.

In a statement issued Monday evening, the TTA said they would pay royalties to authors whose works they sell. The royalties will be the dollar, not percentage, equivalents of the royalties received by the authors for sales of their American published editions. That is, if an author receives the standard 15 per cent on an American-priced text of $10, he will receive $1.50 royalty from TTA although TTA's price may be only $5.

Undergraduate Association President Woody Bowman said Monday evening that the Inscomm Executive Committee would meet Thursday to consider TTA's position on campus. At that time an investigation will be made as to the ethics and legality of TTA's operations.

As a result of the attitude of undercutting American publishers, TTA's Pearson said, "I feel each dollar a student invests in books brings a high return to the whole economy through his increased knowledge; this return is much higher than that accruing from dollars paid directly to American publishers and their middlemen.

TTA has contacted Associate Dean William Speer and Assistant Dean Richard MacDowell about its operations. The group hoped to meet personally with Dean of Student Affairs Kenneth W. Wadleigh yesterday.

Many of the MIT professors whose books are on TTA's list could not be reached for comment Monday morning. However, one said he thought TTA's idea was "wonderful, if the books were readable." Another refused to comment on the situation.

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE, 1961 Volkswagen van, 26,000 - present mileage.
Call H. Holter, X 655 or J. Rhodes, X 6128.

MGTD '53 Classic, Red. Excellent condition, $750 or best offer.
WJ 7-2122.

SINGLE PARENTS interested in discussion, cultural art system, etc., contact Mrs. Brown thru THE TECH office.
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